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There is no libertarian party of America. I don’t care what these
fascists tell you dear friends. Don’t ever pick their candidates.
Don’t fund them. Don’t support them. They are lie. Defining
principle of libertarianism is non aggression followed by
property rights.
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Replying to @LPNational

Your movement is over. Call yourselves rightists. 
Libertarians of Russia are either in jail or dead or exile 
supporting us. While you support regime that put them in 
jail, put them in exile, disappear them. Your movement 
and party are over. You failed. Go find new thing
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Russian libertarians, actual libertarians, sit in jail for opposing Russian aggression. They ran

to exile screaming to West to stop Russian aggression. They have been disappeared to stand

for freedom. Same with every libertarian group across Eastern Europe. In Belarus

Half of opposition is dead or in jail. In Ukraine, birth place of libertarianism, our libertarians

are dying to defend property and fight Russian genocide. Mises who founded this movement,

is Ukrainian and born in Lviv

It’s precisely Russian aggression and property theft he fight against.

Ludwig von Mises and Contemporary Societies

https://www.lvivcenter.org/en/conferences/ludwig-von-mises-an…

But these American charlatans start Mises Institute from where they support Russian

aggression. They say they are against Putin, but promote every propaganda, every staged

Russian false flag as justification for Russian aggression. @mises is founded by racists and

antisemites who
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Promote idea that in order to stop America from building empire, Russian aggression and

genocides should be allowed. They promote lie that NATO made Russia do this again to us.

But they can’t explain all times Russia has done this before NATO existed or why weaker

countries

Would seek protection from Russia or even basic question they can’t answer: when was

Russia attacked by NATO or anyone else? When? Same people who defend most brutal,

racist, antisemitic, anti freedom regime in modern history throw up quotes to Martin

Luther King to honor him.

But don’t care that Russia is largest slaver and trafficker on earth.

Human Trafficking: The Secret to Putin's Economy
Almost a million people live and work in conditions of slavery in Russia today, but
only six cases were investigated for trafficking crimes in 2019. President Vladimir
Putin is working to keep it tha…

https://hir.harvard.edu/putin-and-human-trafficking/

These #libertarians routinely cite Russian funded communist @TheGrayzoneNews as source

of information on Ukraine. That’s how lost such people are. They promote Russian

apologists @mtracey and @ggreenwald but not ideals of Mises who they steal and misuse.

They don’t know anything about #Donbas but demand it have freedom. It’s like to say give

Pinochet legitimacy but they don’t know who that is. These are liars, charlatans for freedom.

Don’t let them trick you. They are not legitimate. I spend year now watching them lie,

promote

Help Russia kill us in name of what they say is liberty. They are Trump as much as Trump

only worse, they hide their true beliefs under duvet of #Liberty. You know how many time I

ask them

To explain their position and how many time they block me? They have only one argument,

fall of America which they believe is cause of evil in world and they don’t care that they side

with worse evil to get there.

Not one of them can tell you honestly why they support Russia without exposing themselves

as fascists in red brown alliance with communists. They cant. They spend year putting

swastikas on Jewish president. You ask them why, they say Bandera. But can’t actually cite
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Anything but Russian propaganda. They can’t find one actual Ukrainian, can’t tell you

anything about Russian aggression without citing Americans and Russians. Because they

don’t care for facts. I warn you friends because they appeal to your decency, but they are

fascists.


